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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
THE DEA AND THE CANNABIS STOCK MARKET
It was interesting to note that about 20 pro cannabis pot smokers busted into new AG Jeff Sessions office.
Apparently Sessions was not there.
The activists are reported to have offered Sessions’ staff a joint.
The Staff turned it down.
It is almost unbelievably stupid for anyone in this industry to take on Jeff Sessions at this level. The act was not funny,
not cute, not persuasive, and naïve beyond imagination.
It could and probably will only harden Sessions and the DEA’s stance against marijuana.
Sessions is dead set against week. He has been quoted saying that ‘good people do not smoke weed’ or words to that
effect..
I would have guessed that the overall cannabis stock market would crumble in the wake of the DEA’s stance.
Since the highs of the 420 Index of about +130, the market has sold off into the +60% and +55% area and stayed
there, both before and after the DEA’s announcement.
I do not sense that this industry understands the full impact of a hostile DEA, the power of Federal law, and the effect
that at least 4 more years of Schedule I will probably remain in effect.
The DEA’s position can only stultify the growth of the cannabis industry, handcuff both cash and the ability for a new
industry to raise cash, much less put cash into banks. It will be interesting how the industry responds to the DEA.

